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Phone Poll Supports Activity Fee System
In the past several weeks the Student
Council has conducted a telephone poll
on the UMR campus to determine
students feelings concerning the
student activity fee.
The Council wanted to see if students
wanted a drastic change to the fee
system as it stands now. The findings of
this poll and various comments made
by those phoned follow below.
The results are based on the random
polling of one hundred UMR students
by telephone. Statistics generated
reflect a probability of greater than 75
per cent that the sampled proportion
(the feelings of those polled) differs
from the true proportion (general
feeling if the UMR student body) by
less than 10 per cent.
69 per cent of the people polled

support the $.50 allotment to the St. $2.25 allotment to the General Lectures
Pat's Board .with a sample comment with 9 per cent wanting an increase, 19
being the question of where they get per cent a decrease; and 17 per cent
neither. Suggestions included that they
their beer money.
70 per cent of those called support the stop getting big name bands that don 't
allotment of $1.00 to the Student Council show and that they should only get $1.25
with the major gripes centering upon and just charge more for the concerts.
the buying of jackets for the Student Another suggestion was made that they
should pick better times and throw out
Council reps.
62 per cent of the people phoned are small lectures and activities to allocate
behind the $1.75 allotment to the - more funds to big name groups for
Missouri Miner with 23 per cent feeling party weekends.
The allotment for the Rollamo of $7.00
the amount should be decreased.
Comments received here· consisted of and for · the Golf Course of $.50 were
stating that it's quality has gone down both supported by 66 per cent of those
in the last three years, only being in- polled. The only comments offered on
terested in sports, being purchased by these two subjects were tha t some
only those who want it, and being too people didn't like being forced into
buying a luxury they don't want and
expensive for what is received.
55 per ·cent of the people support the that some money should be put into the

tennis courts.
.
The Student radio station, KMSM,
received the most support for their
allotment of $2.50 with 76 per cent ·
agreeing to it. The biggest complaint
was that of students having to turn off
the station they pay for at 9:00 p.m. to
get some good music.
The only question that was not supported by the majority of those polled
was the assessment of $15.50 per
siudent for the Athletic pepartment.
Only 47 per cent supported that amount
with 32 per cent wanting to see a
decrease. Comments on this topic were
quite radical: The amount spent on
football is out of j>roportion; too much
is spent on football, equipment, and
grants; Charge a gate fee instead, and
throw out football completely.
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Theatre Guild's "Sweet -Charity" Opens Thursday
Tomorrow night at 8: 15 in Centennial
Hall of the University Center the
curtain will rise for the first time to
unveil the UMR Theatre Guild's
production of Neil Simon's play, "Sweet
Charity". Under the direction of Mr.
Gary Fears and starring Miss Kathy
Beck in the leading role of Charity with
Mr. Dan Bruns as Oscar, Charity's
lover, the play revolves around the
antics and mishaps of Charity, a
dancehall hostess. Charity will delight
her ·Miner audience as she and her two
cohorts, Nickie and Helene, attempting
to unscramble their jumbled lives
succeed in filling the hall with laughter.
But the show has its heavier side as
well. Indeed there are a few scenes
during which a few Miners may find it
impossible to hold back a tear or two.
The whole show is filled with varying
emotions.

rehearsing, the play shaped up into a
spectacle every Miner will want to see.
As Mr. Fears stated two weeks ago,
" It's really starting to fit together. "
As well as spending a vast amount of
time on the performance, close to fifteen hundred dollars was used for the
play. People seldom realize the
tremendous cost of producing such a
show. Renting the rights to perform the
play and the music, providing ~cenery

and costumes as well as make up for all
of the actors puts quite a financial
burden on productions such as "Sweet
Charity". But both time and money
have been well spent on the show to
make it the best entertainment in Rolla.
"Sweet Charity" will run for three
consecutive nights from March 22
through March 24 in Centennial Hall at
the University Center . The doors will
open at 7 :30 and the curtain will rise at

8: 15. Tickets will be sold in the third
floor office of the · Humanities and
Social Science ·Building and in the
University Center. The tickets will cost
$.75 for students and $1.25 for nonstudents in advance and they will be a
quarter more at the door. REMEMBER tomorrow is the last chance to get
advance tickets for the opening performance of the Broadway hit "Sweet
Chal'ity" .
.

The emotions are augmented to their
peak with the support of the orchestra
and the choir . Such moving numbers as
" Rhythm and Life" and "I Love To Cry
at Weddings", written as was all of the
music in the play by Cy Coleman, really
sets t~e mood of the play and enhances
the effect of the production. As Mr.
Fears put it, "The music is excellent,
the chours is excellent. "

"Sweet Charity" will be the climax of
hundreds of hours spent by as many
people in the production of the musical
hit. The foundation was originally laid
for the playas long ago as the beginning
of last semester. A play had to be
selected which could be performed well
and which would appeal to the Miner
audience. " Sweet Charity" without a
doubt fulfills both requirements to the

hilt. Auditions were held the beginning
of this semester and the first rehearsal
immediately followed. The· auditions
yielded the finest acting and musical
talent available on the UMR campus if
indeed nol the finest talent available on
any campus. After countless hours of

The dance-ha II girls in the Fan-dango Ballroom scene
of the performance "Sweet Charity" are from left to
right: June Frye as Nickie, Debbie Katz as Carmen,
Sharon Taylor, Erin Swiney, Jan Johaningmeyer,

Karen McGranhan, Cindy Steinnerd, and Rosea·nne
Ditzell as Helene. The play is slated to open Thursday
night at 8: 15 in Centennial Hall .
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1\vo's company...

Three's a RIOT I
March 19-23

Tennis Doubles Sign-up
Movie: Wait Until Dark

March 25

Centennial Hall

4 :00 & 6 :30

March 25-31: Dedication Week

_.wtth

250lbs.
of
loveable .
trouble

March 26-31: Frisbee Sign-up
April 2-7 Student-Faculty Golf Sign-Up

((:J~

~Q

L~cture: Bramwell Fletcher as "George B Shaw"

April 3

Centennial Hall

7:30

- "
r.;.;;;~ ~ ;,~-

, ~~.

Rainbow Promise
To Perform Friday
The Rainbow Promise, the
gospel rock group of the
Springfield, Mo, based New
Wine Youth Ministries, will be
on the University of MissouriRolla Campus for one night

~YPe~~~~~\;;' ~7~eTh~~d~!

~~ni~~s :,~~a~i~:~s i~a~:~~

Since its beginning and with l.b±!.!k~~~="-----":=--the spread of New Wine
throughout the country, this
youth ministry has worked with
at least 30,000 young people
?oming
,off
drugs
or

KM SM Un d e r d ogs
B:~~~ht~~~n~O~f~' ~:~s~u~~ To Roll H· h F
If
~pr~r;;~~~li~~Ne:a~~:yals~or:e~
,~I9
a cu y

mission charge,
The group has attracted
throngs of young people
throughout the country to hear
their Jesus People styled
testimonies in song and praise,
The Rainbow Promise consists of Leonard Brannon, Brad
Romans, and Steve Powell,
Ken Asplund , New Wine
Youth Ministries director , had
a successful insurance business
for 23 years before giving it up
to direct the New Wine Youth
Ministries outreach almost two
years ago,
"The young 'people are
hungry for something, You can
see it when they turn to drugs
and drinking, Why not Jesus?"
Asplund said,

House of Praise, for those youth
who need. . a structured living
situation while readjusting their
life style,
The Springfield group also
published an underground
newspaper geared for the
" street people " and Jesus
People movement , has a book
store (mail orders) also
established
drug' abus~
seminars in high schools and
colleges,
According to Asplund there
has been a real evidence of their
program offering constructive
alternatives to the permissive
mores,
sociological
and
spiritual revolution affecting
today 's youth,
The public is invited to hear
the Rainbow Promise,

MATH·SCIENCE
GRADS

election -of officers a~
the
meeting
this
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in

Teach
the
future
technicians
of
developing nations, See
Peace Corps recruiters
in
the
University
Center, April 2 & 3, Sign
up for interviews in the
Placement Office ,

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
2 TERRIFYING
FEATURES

"BLOOD FROM
MUMMY'S
T'O MB"

r--=-:D=-E=-L:-IC=-IO=,-:U-:S=-=-M=-=-E=X=-=I-=C=-A::-::-N-F--O---O-D---'

* PLUS *

~~c~ani:~~ En;ifnee:rn~

D··
Od
,"mg R
oomr ers ta go- 0 pen Dai Iy 11
Hwy.63 S.
364·1971 Closed Monday

"MARK OF
THE DEVIL"

. Rob's

~A ft'e~~~A

SIRellllt:
JII

Sinclair

Take advantage of our student
discount with your UMR 10
10% off on all stock & labor:
Ask about our gas discount

.

Intersection 1.. 44 & 63 Rolla 364-5169
.
............................................•

WEALSO WRI TE
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS

"We need,iliocill sa lesm;

DIZZY Dunham, and all the rest
coached by Darrell (never-wona-game) Elven.
There will be music, Porn
Porn girls, and cheerleaders to
add to the fun ,
The Rolla High faculty
promises to be at full strength
and the scouting reports look
bad for the Jocks, But whatever
the final score, the outcome
adds up to lots of laughs and
plenty of support for a worthy
cause ,
Charity Basketball for Boys
Town, on Tuesday night, March
27, at 7:30p.m, in the RHS Gym ,
as the high school faculty takes
on the KMSM Radio Jocks,
Donation is $.50 at the door, and
it's for a cause you want to help,

•..........•..

Send for your descr ipllve , up·lo dale ,
128 page , ma rl order ca lal og of 2,300
Qua l,ly lermpapers, Enclose $1.00 10
cover postag e and handling,

519 GLENROCK AVE " SUITE 203
LOS ANGElES, CALIF, 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493

Basketball hke you ve never
seen comes your way on
Tuesday mght, March 27, at
7:30p.m. m the Rolla HIgh Gym
as the Rolla High Faculty take
on th~ ra~lO Jocks from KMSM.
Th~t s rIght, It'S the KMSM
!:.adi~ personalities in, a r<i re
pubhc appearance, displa~mg
theIr skIll and phYSIcal
proudness on the hardwood
COUl'£:
~ut the whole affair is not
strIctly for laughs, smce all
proceeds are gomg to help'
Boy's Town in St, James. The
cost IS 50 cents at the door.
See all the big names in
basketball, Legs Anderson,
Raggy Roemerm,an , Happy
Hemcker, Pondermg Polack,
Sioopy Smith, Crazy Campbell,

~:"~il~; so~:rit:,~11 ~~:a:

TERM PAPERS

Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.

film for the
I family,
entirely in the Swiss Alps,

" ' , ' , ' , ', '.',', ' ,' ,

,',',',',',',',',:,:,:,::::::::::::::::::-:-::: :-:::-;:::-:':::':-:-:-,.:.:::::.:.::-,.:-:.:,:,:,:::.:-','::::

Nagogami Village
:!:.: Rustic Setting in the A-Frame
!!.! Rates ~i:~
Per Semester
"

One Hour Shoe Repair!
Also Rush Jobs
Located where

was
FREE Shoe Shine
with this ad only
1005 Pine

34 ) -2666

$80
for suml .. Jr school
, Includes: A!I Utiliti~ .
"
Air CondltlOnm~
"
Cooking Utilities
Free Washer & Dryer
Free Parking
Call 364·5515 For Reservations
....... "';'. ' :",'

Starting Feb, 5th , Breakfast Will Be Served
See the New Corral of Pancakes Grub List
Open 6 : 30-8:00 Mon .· Fri.
6 : 3~ : 30 Sat,
12:00-8:30 Sun,
2125 , Hwy . 63
364-6979
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E-Week .To Highlight
Fuel Shortage Crisis
Ecology Week '73 is coming to
UMR April 2-6, sponsored by the
Student Council. The purpose of
this year's program is to answer some rei event questions
on our environment, and how
we will be affected. Some of the
questions to be answered by
leading experts are:
How will future fuel shortages
effect us ?
Can we expect gasoline
rationing in the near future ?
What kind of role will the
UMR student play in the improving the quality of our environment?
How are environmental
standards set for industry?
The week's schedule of events
is as follows:
Monday April 2 at 7:30-Dr.
Nick Tsoulfanidis, Prof. of
Nuclear Engineering will
discuss
"N uclear Power
Generation and the Environment."

Tuesday April 3 at 7:30-Mr.
Chuck Wright, Deputy Director
the
Environmental
of
Protection Agency will speak on
the government's roie fn setting
environmental standards.
Wednesday April 4 at 7:30Mr. LeRoy Culbertson, VicePresident of Phillips Petroleum
Co. plans to discuss "Fuel
Shortages and You."
Thursday April 5 at 3:30-Dr.
R. T . Johnson, Prof. of
Mechanical Engineering will
present " Your Automobile and
Emission Standards. "
Throught the week films of
environmental intrest will be
shown from 1: 3<H: 30 in the Old
Student Union Ballroom.
The Student Council feels this
year's Ecology Week will prove
to be of great interest to the
student body and faculty since it
will answer some pertinent
questions concerning our environment we are now facing.

St. Pat Looks Over
Week's Highlights
St. Patrick enjoyed this past
weekend with his lovely St.
Pat's Queen and her court.
Chosen to reign as St. Pat's
Queen for 1973 was Miss
Marilee Robinson , representing
Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Miss Robinson is a former
student at the University of
Missouri-St. Louis where she
was a member of Beta Sigma
Gamma sorority. Presently she
is working at Garland's
Department Store in St. Louis
and lives in Granite City, TIl.
The queen 's court was
composed of Miss Kim
Hapgood, Miss Robbie Hummel , Miss Linda Schilling, and
Miss Ann Carmicha)e.
Miss Hapgood, representing

Theta Chi, is a ·1971 graduate of
Mehville High School and is now
a student at UMSL. She is
majoring in special education.
The men 's residence Hall
Association nominated Miss
Hummel. She now attends
Meramec Junior College where
she is studying to become a
dental assistant.
Mrs. Schilling is now a
resident of Rolla and works as a
keypunch operator at Ft.
Leonard Wood. She represents
UMR's Independents .
A freshman at UMR, Miss
Carmichael represented Zeta
Tau Alpha sorority . She is the
daughter of a UMR professor
and is a member of Lambda Chi
Alpha's Little Sisters.

Sigma Nu's Best Drinker
Jack Phillips, commonly
known as "Tiny" led Sigma
Nu's drinking team into first
place at the St. Pat's Games
held Friday afternoon at Lion's
Park.
Those who stumbled out to the
Games Friday and braved the
cold weather saw "Tiny" down
fourteen beers in the one hour
endurance chug. This was the
second consecutive year he won
the endurance contest. Last
year, he downed eighteen beers
in the one hour period. Mr.

Phillips' post game show was
one of the more comical events
of the afternoon .
Supporting "Tiny" in Sigma
Nu's team was Jim Greer. Jim
won the six pack chug, consuming six 12-{)unce beers in the
record time of 52 seconds . This
broke the old Games record of
54 seconds.
The final event of the afternoon was the girls ' quart
chug . This event was won by
Miss Georgia Schmidt from
WRHA.

U. S. Senator Thomas Eagleton was named P.:;»orary St.
Pat at cere monies Friday night. Congratulatin!,; Senator
Eagleton is Miss Missouri of 1972, Miss Anita C"lombo.

Sigma Pi's "Mickey Mouse and the Model T" took grand prize honors in the
1973 St. Pat's Float Competition.

Missouri Miner
University of Missouri· Rolla

UMR Spelunkers Unearth
Skeleton From Years Past
Caving is a popular activity
for a number of Miners. But for
two UMR Geology majors, a
certain cave south of Rolla
holds another kind of excitement.
Recently two students, Greg
Wessel and Pat Mulvany,
unearthed parts of a skeleton
they believe to be five hundred
to seven hundred years old. By
careful examination of the
remains , Greg and Pat concluded that the bones once
belonged to and Indain woman
5'5" tall and 25 to 30 years of age
at the time of death . They ""ere
able to determine sex by
examining the shape of certain
skull parts and the shape of the
jaw. Age was found by
measuring the length of the
thigh bone, or femur-the
longer the bone, the older the
person.
Actually,
skeleton
resurrection was not the

original purpose of Greg and
Pat's dig. They investigated
this particular cave to learn of
its history. Ralph Roberts , an
archeologist living in Rolla,
suggessted that the students try
their hand at that location.
Roberts had recomended this
cave
to
the
Missouri
Archeological Society 12 years
ago. In 1962, workers had dug up
many Indian artifacts, mostly
dating back a few hundred
years.
Following up on this, the two
students began digging on the
other side of the cave floor,
previously undisturbed on the
other side of the cave floor ,
previously undisturbed. Laying
out squares five feet on each
side and digging only six inches
deep at a time, Greg and Pat
uncovered -besides
the
Skeleton- bone tools, shell
beads ,
spearpoints,
and

arrowneaas, some trom as tar
back as 7,000 B.C. This new
evidence contradicted earlier
findings, showing that the cave
had been used for a much longer
time.
The students' findings seem
to indicate the cave was used by
Indians as a "garbage hole" (as
well as a very shallow grave).
This theory explains the difference between Greg and Pats
conclusions and the work done
in 1962. Because of this, there is
no stratification, or layering of
the soft cave floor. Thus, it
wasn 't possible to see various
stages of the cave's use in
chronological order.
The students are recieving
academic credit for their efforts
as a special problems course
with prospects of more work to
come. Both the skeleton and
some of the artifacts recovered
and currently on display on the
second floor of Norwood Hall.
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Miner Editorial

Our Man Hoppe

Why Liberal 'Arts?

Cheese It; It's The GOP-Men!

Liberal a rts are important here a t Rolla, as they must be at
every school of higher education tha t terms itself a University .
There must be an opportunity for everyone who attends a
University to ha ve access to a wide variety of courses outside his
major field ; especially courses that deal with communications
skills, understanding other people, history, and the like.
Most people a t Rolla, both the students and the faculty,
recognize that a viable liberal arts program is important for their
own personal growth as well as for the University's continued
reputation for high quality education.
Last week's editorial questioned several facets of the liberal
arts program. What we the students, faculty, and administration
must decide is how important we want the liberal arts program to
be. Do we ultimately want gradua te programs in such fields as
psychology, economics, history , and English? Do we want our
University to evolve into a general institution of higher learning
or do we want to retain our emphasis on science and engineering?
Obviously there are not going to be any maj or changes in the near
future , but changes are coming.
One cannot but help sympathize with liberal arts faculty who
have a desire for graduate progra ms of their own. Teaching basic
introductory servile classes to nonmajors is a particularly
frustrating task, althbugh a necessary one. It seems very unfa ir
to allow a lmost every other department on campus besides
humanities and liberal arts a graduate program of its own but
ultimately some hard decisions must be made as to basic
priorities.
A clear distinction must be made, however, between denying
the liberal arts faculty their graduate programs and denying
them their bachelor programs. The B.A. and B.S. programs have
proved themselves. Social sciences and humanities are one of the
few areas in UMR which have continued to expand their
enrollment, despite the dramatic drop in many other fields,
particularly engineering.
Despite the rising enrollment and the heavy student credit hour
loads of the liberal arts faculty the numbers of these faculty
members has dropped for several years. As their numbers have
dropped, so has their morale. UMR has strong programs in
several fields of the liberal arts, stronger programs than perhaps
it deserves, considering the low priority and funding these
programs receive. Despite their relative youth, most of the
faculty members are rated as good to excellent teachers by their
students.
Despite the support that most of the engineering faculty give
the liberal arts program there are still a few people that are
convinced that B.A. programs and liberal, even " subversive",
fa culty members have been responsible for the fall in enrollment.
Nothing could be further from the truth. Every program must
stand or fall on its own merits. If engineering is not interesting, it
is because it has not been made interesting. Any profession that
may claim to be interesting, relevant, practical, and have many
job prospects should certainly not have to worry about its competitors. Do not believe that students are such fools that they can
be. so easily led astray. Let the facts speak for themselves.
Give every department a fair chance to succeed on its own
merits. UMR's liberal arts departments have shown their
strength. Let's give them a fair chance.

Scene: A middle-<!lass neighborhood in late October of 1974.
(cq) Two FBI agents, Inspector
Erksom (cq ) and Mr. Scobey,
a r e engaged in the most
grueling, unsung , foot-slogging
kind of police work- a house to
house search.
Erksom (as a housewife nervously opens her door ) : Good
morning , ma'am. We're from
the FBI. We 're engaged in a
grueling, unsung, foot-slogging
house to house search.
Housewife
(Suspiciously ) :
What for ?
Erksom:
For
registered
Republicans, ma'am .
Housewife: I'm a registered
Republican.
Erksom (opening his wallet to
flash a button reading , "Four
More Years " ) : Fine. Here are
my credentials. Can we offer
you a ride to the polls on election day? Or baby sit your
children while you vote ?
Housewife (pleased) : That 's
awfully kind of you.
Erksom: It's the duty of the FBI
under our new director to help
you build a better Americayou and all other registered
Republicans.
Scobey (as he and Erksom
descend the steps): I know it's
our job. But I don't see why the
Director assigned us to precinct
work. I mean right after we
alone had smashed into the
hideaway of the head of the
Cosa Nostra and shot up him
and 23 of his henchmen.
Erksom (Shaking his head ) :
The Director was right. We
should have asked them first
how much they had contributed
to The Committee to Re-elect
the President. All right , let's try
this house.
(As they ring the doorbell, the
glass of an upstairs window
shatters and two feminine feet,
bound together, break through
waving frantically for help.)
Erksom (drawing his gun):
Let's go!
(They kick in the door and
rush upstairs. There, in a front
bedroom , is a blonde, matronly
woman , tied and gagged.)
Erksom (Bending over her) : If
you
are
a
registered
Republican, ma 'am, please

nod. (she doe];, ernestly) All
right , let's get the gag off.
Woman (talking at a furious
rate ) : Oh , thank heaven you 've
arrived to deliver me from
those fiends . I'm Martha
Mitch .. .
Ermsom (clapping his hand
back on her mouth): Just a
minute . Did you contribute to
The Committee to Re-elect the
President?
Woman: Oh, yes, heavily. My
husband , John , was a member.
And then I was sitting home last
week when these two fiends
broke in and literally kidnapped
me and ...
Erksom: Where are they now?
Woman: They went out to get a
paper. I think it was The
Washington Post. And .. .
Erksom
(Grimly):
The
Washington Post! They're
obviously desperate characters .
Wait! I hear them coming!

(two men , guns drawn , burst
in. They are shot through the
noggins in a wild gun battle.)
Erksom (picking up the phone):
Get me the Director in
ErkWashington .. .Inspector
som , sir. We 've just killed two
kidnapers and freed a woman
named Martha and .. .She is?
They are ? To where? Yes , sir.
(he hangs up ) Well, we 've done
it again, Scobey. Those two
were White House aides and
we'll be stuffing envelopes at
GOP Headquarters.
Scobey (glumly): Why do we
hav e to work for the
Republicans? After all, we're
highly trained investigators,
skilled in the latest electronic
techniques ...
Erksom (sternly): Nonsense,
Scobey. You've read the file on
the Watergate mess. Just ask
yourself, which party needs us
most?

ESTEY JEWELRY
The Finest In Diamonds
And Jewelry
U.M.R. Class Rings

71.5 Pine St.

364·2142

Rolla, Mo.

PEACE CORPSNISTA
We are looking for Seniors and Grad Stud nets with
backgrounds in Agriculture, Education, Engineering,
Business, and many more fields, for vo lunteer
ass ignments in the U.S . and overseas. Recruiters wi ll
be in the Uni vers ity Cente r and Pl acements Office,
Apr il 2 & 3. Sign up for interv iews.

Fashion's a breeze
in Yacht Club Whites
by-'~1h.~

Letters To The Editor
"Why Liberal Arts?" There are
no less than 21 obvious howlers
that should be apparent to the
most modest student of the
English language on first
Gentlemen:
reading. On my second reading ,
In the " Special St. Pat's I found more than fifty of them.
Issue" you have included a
\VlIen one brings to bear upon
comic gem that has given more the article the insights into
delight than anything this side human expression that logic ,
of James Thurber .
linguistics, and psychology
I do not refer to the im- have made avail able to those
poverished attempts at humor who would be at hom e in the
by , for example, Anderson and liberal arts, the whole article
Elven. To read that "student achieves its full potentia l as one
radio " next fall will be known as of the funnies t comedies ever to
KOCK , KOTX, or KRUD is to see print.
encounter in print psyches that
It is not my intention to spoil
would in the sphere of action
find equivalent levels of ex- the comedy by explaining the
pression through self -exposure many jokes . I only repeat, to
to li ttle girls on publi c seal my thanks to the Missouri
pl aygrounds. For these failur es Miner for publishing it, my own
at maturity and humor one can fa vorite: "We have, in a sense,
only be embarrassed for bartered away our image fol'
Anderson and Elven and, of the robes of academic
As
this
course, for the Missouri Miner. respectability ."
I refer instead to the unin- editorial becomes known
tended humor of the editorial throughout the University and

March 15, 1·973
To: The Editors of the UMR
Missouri Miner

elsewhere, that one sentence
alone has the chance of
achieving long-lasting fame .
Sincerely yours ,
(Signed ) Clyde G. Wade ,
Humanities
Department
We sincerely want to thank
the UMR students who helped
put out the fire at the CountryAire Motel.
The quick action of everybody
involved prevented a possibl e
disastrous result. Rolla a nd St.
James fir e departments arrived
quickly and found the flames
extinguished.
Thank you again for the fine
example you set for the young
people of today.
Sincerely ,
(Signed) Clarence Nowak
family
Owners & Managers
Of the Country-Aire
Motel

reg.
Chart a new fashion course th is summe r in Yacht Ctub Whit es
by Thom Mc An . They 're th e b right
and breezy loo k that' s ju st rig ht fo r yo ur
co lo rful su mmer cl othin g. An d yo u can pic k from a whole fleet o f styles including a fas hi onab le high
heel lace-up oxford or a new lightweight tassel slipon or eve n
some c lassic strap and buckle shoes and d emi-boo ts . Do n 't
miss th e boa t this summer ... take a fas hio n course in Yac~t
Club White s bv Thom McA n.

Family Shoe Store
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Dear John ..............
Dear John,
I just received this letter
Saturday, March 18 and I'd like
to
publicly
thank
the
Registrar's
office
for
eliminating the heavy burden
that weighed upon my mind for
these many months, to wit, that
after three and one half
semesters of graduate study
and a like number of semesters
of instructing the fertile minds
of under graduate students as a
teaching assistant that I might
not actually_ be enrolled as a
graduate student at U of M and
R. Any comment John?
Gordon Erickson
P.S. Last summer I received a
similar letter congratulating
rrie for getting a teaching
assistantship after having had it
for a ~ear.
March 16, 1973
Dear Mr. Erickson:

Gordon, the problem is that
they've fallen behind a bit in the
last few years getting all geared
up for the thousands of new
students who are going to attend
old UMR any day, now that
there are thousands of new
drafting jobs opening up for new
UMR graduates. What with
hiring new secretaries, staff
workers, and drawing up new
contingency plans for the future
I guess they just haven't had
much time to devote to the
students who are now enrolled
here . There may possibly be
some problem in that there are
several criteria for admitting
graduate students depending on
whether they first dual enroll or
e nter as regular graduate
students and while you may
hav& qualified as a graduate
student under one criteria you
may not have qualified under
two or three others. I won 't be
surprised if you get several
more letters admitting you
before you actually graduate.
Actually you may be counted
as a grad student each time you
get a letter. Sometimes I
wonder if there are really 3800
'people left on this campus _
maybe we've all been counted
twice?
P .S. Sometimes I think all the

Your application for admission to the graduate rank
has been discussed with Dr.
Senne, chairman of the Civil
Engineering Department. I am
pleased to inform you that we
can accept you as a regular
graduate student to work
toward the Master of Science coeds have been counted three
degree in Environmental and or four times.
Planning Engineering for the Dear John :
1973 spring semester.
For the past semester, the
If I may be of further service residents of Thomas Jefferson
to you, please do not hesitate to Hall have been eating rancid
meals with half cleaned utenwrite.
sils , soaking wet trays , and now
Sincerely yours ,
to top off everything, the
Robert B. Lewis
Director of Admissions
cafeteria is filled with the
delicious aroma of a backed up
and Registrar
sewage pipe in the kitchen. A
group
of their
irate bottled
residents
Dear Gordon,
proclaimed
up
emotions and dissatisfactions
I bet you want me to say that by having a fun packed food
the registrar's office sure is fight last week during supper.
falling down on the job and why
Continued On PAGE io
don 't they get on the stick. Well,

Get It Up

Independents Party Weekend Is April 6-7
Barbecues, hayrides, games,
and dancing are featured entertainments for April 6 and 7,
the
Independents
Party
Weekend for this year. Three
dances and four bands will give
all Miners a chance to trip the
light fantastic till 2 a.m . on both
Friday and Saturday nights.
Friday opens the weekend
with a dance at Echo Valley
from 8 to 2 with two bands .
Saturday night there are two
dances , with one at TJ from 8 to
12 and the other tentatively
scheduled at one of the eating
clubs from 10 to 2.
A tremendous success last
year , the Beef Barbecue (with
all you can eat), will be held at
Echo Valley Farm on Saturday
afternoon after the games.
Unlike last year's too successful
barbecue , the Independent
Party Weekend Committee has
taken pains to make sure no on~
goes hungry . Along with plenty
of liquid refreshments the
Committee has purchased five
sides of beef.
Seven games are featured

(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)

This plan allows the students upon approved credits
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down .and
payments of 525.00 per month until you are on the job.
This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold
ov.er 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students
thiS way . See us for all the details. Also you can use
your own insurance or ours.
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY
This allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he graduates when he really needs it.

~~=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~

Rolla Volkswagen
66
Old HIway
East
At Northwye
364-5178
"Always A FI-ne Select-Ion
Of New & Used Cars"

Merideth Motors
st.

Roberts,

Mo.

charge for each of the events.
As Gordon Erickson, chairman
of the Committee said, "We're
only charging to keep the
burden from falling too heavily
upon the sponsoring independent organizations who
have already donated a dollar
per member to support the
weekend. We're planning on
having one of the best party
weekends the Independents
have ever sponsored. I hope the
whole campus will get it up for
Independent's Weekend this
coming April."
For more information call
Gordon Erickson (364-7129) or
your organizational Independent Weekend Representative.
To enter independent teams into
the games contact Al (Rook )
Reed (341-3007 ) or Bill Gregory
(364-9954) by
1.

l'"'-------~~~~~~~~--------.

-SAVE UP

Auto

Betler than SAE discount
Parts & Acc_ Sp~ed Equip_

HOOK AUTO ' SUPPLY

513

63S

Rolla, Mo.

364-5252

I':::~'::::"'::"':':=':.!=====================:::===

01 EHL MONTGOM ERY
FORD SALES
Rolla. Missouri

•

Saturday afternoon at Echo
Valley at 3 p.m. Ranging from
the traditional Indian games
and six-pack chug to tug of wars
and bat races these games
(with the exception of the quart
chug) will be open to both men
,and women, Any unaffiliated
independents or ' independents
not
playing
for
their
organizations may organize
their own teams and enter any
or all of the games for a flat
entry fee of one dollar per
person.
Members of any of the seven
sponsoring independent
organizations (GDI , WRHA,
MRHA, TJ , Engine, Tech, and
Campus Club) can attend any of
the events except the barbecue
free of charge. All other Miners
are invited to all of the events
and only have to pay a small

Earn $100 a month and a
Marine ,Corps commission
through the Platoon Leaders
Class.
The Platoon Leaders Class (PLC )
is the primary college officer
commissioning program of the
Marine Corps . It is a leadership
program , and the positive character- '
istics developed during training as a
Marine officer will be of val ue to you
throughout your caree r-be it
civilian or military.
You can join the PLC program in
your freshman , sophomore, or junior
year of college . Train i'n g takes place
only in the summer. Freshmen anc'
sophomores attend two six-week

:~~i~~~~~~~r~~~.JUniorstakeone
One of the many benefits 01 the
Platoon Leaders Class is tha t yo ur
total time of service is counted from
the day you are enrolled . This
additional longevity of accrued
service time means a bigger paycheck throughout your period of
active duty. These financial benefits
multiply tremendously should you
decide to become a career officer.
Financial Assis tance
PLC
membe rs can receive $100 each
month of th e school year

The financi al assistance
is payable for up to three years-or
a total of $2,700.

IF YOU DESIRE ADDITIONA
INFORMATION PRIOR TO
S VISIT CALL COLLECT
AT 816-374-3031 OR 816374-3616.

University ·Cen·t er Dedic t;1
March 25
March 26

Movie WAIT UNTIDARI<

Ha ~rice all da~
room for COUI 5(male an !
Rolla Chamber Cho

Centen
7:00. 11
Centen

March 27
Rap Session
Coffeehouse featuring
John Biggs, folk singer
Free peanuts and
Movie Orgy-featuring filr
March 28

University Conce nd,
Dr. David l. Oakle' Director t
James Ring, Narrator
Cen"en
"A program of Amer nMuslc

"

March 29

Casino.Nigt
Featuring RIOClEM
Anderson and
Casino set-up with ~

March 30

Toursfrol
Dedication in Centenn
Michael I
tnforma I reception after
Banquet in Centennii
Harry Kessler,!

UM R' s University Center w ill be dedicated March 30.
The Student Union Board is planning a complete week

of activities to celebrate the decision. Phase I of the
Center was completed in December of 1972.

Phase 1 Building Becomes Realify
In 1964 plans were conceived
for a new University Center on
the Rolla Campus. The structure was visualized" as a focal
point for recreational, soCial,
and cultural activities for the
benefits of students, {acuity,
administrators, and guests. It
was to contain a cafeteria,
game room , TV lounge,
brousing library, music room,
art exhibition area, a large
multi-purpose
room,
as
auditorium,
student
organization offices, conference
rooms , and meeting rooms. The
site for the structure was the
block bounded on the west by
Main St. , on the north by 12th
St., on the east by Rolla Street,
and on the south by 11th St.
In 1965 plans were initiated
for the Centennial Challenge
Program, a fund raising drive
to provide support for student
aid, faculty developement , off

campus programs, research,
building projects and equiptment. The number one priority
of the program was to secure
provate funds to assure that the
University Center would
become a rea1ity. Original plans
were for 100,000 square feet of
space at a total cost of $3.2
million. It soon became evident
that escalating building costs
would not permit construction
of the originally planned
building to be started in 1970. In.
order to expedite the plans a
decision was reached to divide
the building into two phases and
Phase I was initiated.
Phase I of the University
Center is now a reality. This
beatiful building contains over
40,000 square feet of space. It
was built at a cost of $2,285,000
and funded by $574,000 in
private gifts, $211,000 in
reserved student fees and

$1,500,OO(} ilf general revenue
bonds, to be paid by student
fees .
The new building contains a
beautiful cafeteria which seats
250 people. The games room
contains 16 pocket billiard
tables and two snooker tables.
Four official-type table tennis
tables have been installed in the
old game room. A color
television and art exhibit area
are located adjacent to the main
entrance. These areas ' can be
subdivided for flexibility.
On the secoRd floor the Miner
Lounge provides quiet and
comfort. The Centennial Hall
can seat 575 for meetings and
400 for banquets. The silverGold, Mark Twain , and
Meramec Rooms provide space
for dinners and meetings. The
student activities
rooms
currently provides filing
cabinets and storage space for

11 student organizations.

Plans are now being made for
Phase II of the University
Center. The priority item will be
a 900 seat theater type
auditorium with stage, dressing
rooms and storage area. Other
needed facilities whould be
medium-sized ' meeting rooms
(capacity, ?5-50) , space for
student media (The Miner,
Rollamo, and . KMSM) , an informal coffee house , and
student dark room.
Based on present construction
costs it is estimated the entire
Phase II will be $2.2 million.
The auditorium segment,
comprising some 14,000 square
feet is estimated to cost $1
million. Funding for Phase II
must come entirel y from
private sources. As of Feb. 1,
1973, there was $173,666 in caSh
and $427,673 in pledges toward
Phase II.

Rolla Chamber Singers I~ Concert Monday
The Rolla Chamber Singers
will present a concert of interesting music Monday, March
26, at 8:00 p.m. in the Centennial
Hall, University Center, at the
University of Missouri-Rolla. A
highlight of this year's program
will be the performance of
Johannes . Brahms ' NEUE
LIEBESLIEDER WALTZER
(waltzes ), Opus .65. This work is
a
continuation
of
the
LIEBESLIEDER
WALTZES
which the Chamber singers
performed at their Valentine 's
concert last year. The theme of
the " new " love song waltzes is
identical to that of the earlier
waltzes, that is, an expression
of love through different texts

yet always adhering to the '
musical form of the waltz.
Five of the waltzes will be
performed by the entire ensemble with the remainder
being sung as solos , duets , and
quartets. Fea tured soloists will
include Wayne Cogell, Carol
DeKock, Lilly Desy, Sheri
Hayes, Mary Jane Ring, and
Tom Thompson. The four-hand
piano accompaniment will be
played by Muriel Hatfield and
Nancy Mackaman. The work
will be directed by Roi Anne
Gearhart.
Madrigals and songs of
various musical periods will
also be featured . The public is
invited.

•

The Rolla Chamber singers will feature Brahms' Neue
Liebeslieder Waltz at their concert Monday evening.

Featured at the "Nightclub" !ursday nigh
the Rio Clemente Trio. Thegrll!ealuresm'
of music, including jazz, cia! :aI, and rOCI

Coffeehouse '0 Fee
John Biggs' AnoMovil
John Biggs, folk singer, will
be the feature attraction of a
coffeehouse Tuesday, March 27
in Centennial Hall of the
University Center. The coffeehouse is one of the many
activities being sponsored by
the Student Union Board during
Dedication Week for the new
University Center .
The coffeehouse starts at 6:30
and is scheduled to close at
11 :30. Preceding Biggs' first
appearance will be an hour of
movies. Biggs will then entertain in two different forty five minute sets with an hour of
movies after both the first and
last set.

,The movies .
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OStalgic memo
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'e ,lion Week March 25-30

~----,
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CHa30 '73

NAllUNl DARK

4:00&6:30

Ha .rice all day in game
/nblorcoUIS (male and female)
III erCho
8:00p.m.

I)

Centennia I Ha II
fealuring
7:00-11:30p.m.
singer
Centennial Hall
and ,pcorn
of 30's and 40s

Ip Session

8:00p.m.

8:00-12

lourSlrOIIOA.M. to Dedication
in Cenlenn Hall
3 p.m.
Michael Oeelo, guest speaker
aller remony
4 p.m.
Cenlenni; -tall
7 p.m.
Kessler, ! !aker

Thursday's "Nightclub" To feature
Rio Clemente Trio, Anderson & Elven
It's lights out on Thursday
night of Dedication Week as the
Student Union Board again
presents " Nightclub" in the
Centennial Ballroom . The
excitement starts as the spots
go on and the evening's entertainment begins. There will
be three shows featuring Rolla's
favorite sons (?) , Glenn
Anderson and Darrell Elven,
who will keep things flying with
their well-known style of
humor.
Providing music for the
nightclub atmosphere will be
the Roi Clemente Trio, a jazz
group with Rio Clemente on the
piano, Rick Petrone on . the
upright bass and Dan Stueber
on drums. They hail from
Westchester and Pittsburgh and
have actually played the
nightclub circu(t. However,
besides jazz, they also play the
classics with ease, move into
more funky numbers in such a
manner that one would think
they once accompanied a
Baptist Church choir and even
do Carole King's 'Where You
Lead' and other comparable
songs
wi th
superb
arrangements.
The Trio's popl:llarity on
campuses and on the club
circuit is evident in that they
have ' stolen the show when
billed with big . name rock

groups. They leave their
audiences " up in the air" after
each of their performances.
As an added extra to this
edition of "Nightclub " , accompanying the musical and
comical entertainment will be a
gambling casino. Each person
will be given a supply of 'funny
money ' as he or she arrives.
Then he can attempt to turn his
counterfeit dollars into a big
bankroll at the·various gaming tables. The choice of games to
play will be blackjack, Las
Vegas solitaire, roulette , craps,
and dealer 's choice poker.
Apologies to the Keno fans .
To keep things on the up and
up, the games will be supervised by several members of
the UMR faculty. With their
fingers crossed and praying for
Lady Luck to be kind, they will
ac t as pitbosses in the casino.
Those who would like to try
their hand at all the tables but
who don 't know how will be able
to get pamphlets on rules of the
various games as well as the
odds on bets placed, from the
long shots to the sure things.
There 'll be plenty of seats and
tables as well as things to do , so
r e member Thursday night ,
March 29th, when it will be
"Nightclub" , casino night, and
your night in the new University
Center Centemiial Ballroom.

Sunday's SUB Movie
"Wait Until Dark"
Wait Until Dark is the formances of Audrey Hepburn
Student Union Board movie, as the helpless, visionless girl
Sunday March 25, 4:00 and 6:30 and Alan Arkin as the deranged
criminal.
p.m. in the Centennial Hall.
Terror mounts unbearably as
a crazed killer holds a blind girl
in her appartment while trying
.Ping-Pong
to reclaim a doll which contains
a fortune in dope. The mur·
derous psychopath has already
slain at least two people and is
anxious to nail his third victim
Monday , March 26, 1973, is
in the most sadistic manner ' COUPLES DAY in the game
imaginable. This film has room of the new University
become a classic of the Center. Couples (of the one
suspense genre , not only male , one female type ) can play
because of its gripping story pool and ping-pong for haIf
and adroit technique , but price from 7:00 a.m . to 10:30
bacause of the virtuose per- p.m.

Pool &

Discount Monday

lursday night will be
TlItg'l' features many types
jan, clal :al, and rock.

I

Use '0

Feature

The movies will be classics
'om an older generation's
ostalgic memories. The flicks
r the 1930's and 1940's will
!ature such .past comedy
eroes as W.C. Fields, Laurel
nd Hardy, Charlie Chaplin
md The Three Stooges. Betty
oop , Felix the Cat , Roy
.ogers, and Buster Keaton will
Iso share the limelight. For
)ntrast, the movie orgy will
Iso include news events and
ther 'stimulating remnants of
Ie past.
Free peanuts and popcorn
'ill be available to furnish the
roper theater atmosphere and
Ir those who didn't have time
I eat.

Quadrangle To Be ' Topic

Of Tuesday's Rap Session
On Tuesday , March 27, the 'present building construction
Student Union Board is span- plans.
At this rap session it is hoped
soring a Rap with Mr. Joe
Wollard of the Business office . the mystery surrounding th~
and Prof. Govier of the Campus final construction plans for the
Facilities Planning Com· quadrangle will be solved. Also
mittee.The Rap session will be questions concerning the
held at 3:30 p.m. in the Mark reasons for relandscaping the
Twain room of the University area will be answered.
Center. Some of the topics to be
Coffee, soda , and doughnuts
discussed are campus im- will be served following the rap
provement and the quadrangle. session .
The short and long range
If you want to find out if the
plans for campus improvement University will even put out
include : expansion ; renovation some money for grass, come out
of the older buildings ; and to the rap session on Tuesday of
the Dedication week.

UMR Concert Band To Feature
Program Of American Music .

Anc Movie Orgy
will

Along with the Rio Clemente Trio, Anderson & Elven
will appear at ·the "Nightclub" They performed at last
semester's SUB nightclub.

Wait Until Dark is a suspence movie of a couple who
become involved with a narcotics gang. Audrey
Hepburg received an Academy Award nomination for
her role as the blind wife.

University of Missouri Roll a's 70 member Concert
Band will present a dedicatory
concert durin g a wee k of
dedication activities at the new
University Center Wednesday
March 28.
Beginning at 8 p.m., in the
Centennial Hall, the band will
play an hour's program of
American music. There is no
charge and the concert is open
to the public.
"Chester ," an overture for
band by William Schuman, is
the program 's initial selection .
It is based on an American
revolution a ry wa r marching
song written by Willi a m
Billings . Next on the program
are symphonic band selections

from " American in Paris " by
George
Gershwin
a nd
"Slaughter on 10th Avenue" by
Richard Rogers. .
"Lincoln Portrait" by Aaron
Copeland fea tures narration by
J ames Ring , Rolla High School
vocal director .
Th e band will also pla y
" From Sea to Shining Sea," a
fantasy based on " America the
Beautiful " by Samuel Ward.
" Broadway Curtain Time is a
medl ey of " Hello Doll y,"
" Ma rn e ," " On ce Upon
a
Time," " Hey Look Me Over ,"
"Put on a Happy Face," and " If
He Walked Into My Life. "
Final concert selection is
"The Southerner ," a march by
Russell Alexander.
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Sensored
By ANDERSON and ELVEN
Draggy Net... ....... This is the city ; Rolla, Missouri. A city that can
be dull as dung, or sometimes as loud as Las Vegas. This past
weekend was one of those sometimes. St. Pat's Party Weekend,
1973, is like nothing else the city ever sees. My partner, Elven. My
name 's Anderson. We were working the Friday afternoon shift out
of Lions Club Park, wher e new records were set as the suds eased
down the throat. But the action out there was nothing, compared
with what was to follow . One of the biggest conspiracy rings west
of the Mississippi, the St. Pat's Board, was determined to have
togetherness, and they got it that night at the armory. Plenty of
other people got it, too, as the music, the booze, and the humanity
seemed to come out of the woodwork. But as Friday night began
to wane, could Saturday be far behind? It wasn't. The parade, the
knighting, and the weather all continued the assult on your body.
4:30 that afternoon found thousands of people jammed into the
mpb to hear music. They didn't like what they heard. But to some
it really didn't matter, because thet night stock in Missouri Power
and Light went up 20 points as guitar amps sucked in juice and put
out decibels all over town. You could have danced all night, and
still there would have been more. More everything, because that's
what St. Pat's is all about. I know. I carried a bottle.
Foul Shot.... .... .. If you really, and we mean really, want some
laughs, and we mean laughs, then you don 't want to miss the
ac
nextHigh
Tuesday
nightfaculty.
as the Radio
Jocks from
KMSM
take on
thetion
Rolla
School
The purpose
of this
endeaver,
contrary to popular opinion, is to raise money for Boys Town, and
makebut
fools
of afraid
the KMSM
D.J.'s.
We're
hopingtoo.
theIn first
not to true,
comes
we're
the second
might
happen,
any
case, the cause is worth-while and it should be fun, next Tuesday
at 7:30 ill the RHS Gym. Cost is only $.50 at the door. Get a cheap
thrill.

Dear John
Continued

Blue Key Sponsors Finance
Seminars For Seniors

13). How does a guy get a decent
meal in a place like that? He This semester Blue Key will
doesn 't. He goes to the Greasy initiate a series of Personal
Spoon in downtown Rolla.
Finance Seminars . This series
is being named the Capt.
Sincerely,
Christie Memorial Lecture
A malnourished TJ resident
Series in memory of Porf.
Christie who gave sim ilar
Dear Malnourished,
lectures several semesters ago.
Have you been paying more
There will be three seminars
and enjoying your dorm ex- this semester, scheduled on
perience less? I sympathize March 29 , April 5, and April 12.
with you ; food being a subject Faculty from the Departments
that is very near my heart ; but of Engineering Management
being a believer in free will and Economics will present
myself I conclude that every lectures on personal finance.
resident of TJ, as in every These will be intended for
other living unit, must accept students who are interested in a
the consequences of living realistic financial situation
there, be they good or bad. As a after leaving UMR. Some of the
wise old man once told me, topics include investiments,
" Youse pay your money and consumer economics, financing
you take your chances."
(loans, payments , credit

ratings) , and legal aspects of
money management. The first
speaker will be Thomas J .
Welsh , President of Welsh
Associates ,
and
former
president of Shick Safety Razor,
Eversharp Inc. and Paper Mate
Company.
Blue Key is now offering a
resum e service to Seniors
graduating in December of 1973
and May of 1974. Applications
can be picked up at the
placement office, or from any
Blue Key member.
There will also be a booth set
up in the Student Center where
applications will be available
during the weeks of March 26
and April 2. The cost of this
service is $.50.

IF YOU'HAVE AN UNUSUAl TALENT"
)10U H~WE WHAr IT lAKES ]0 BE A
BUDWEISER W0RLD CHAMPION'
.

®

BUSCH 12 packs ................. $2.19

.44
SCHLITZ MALT 8 oz ............. $ .88
HANLEY LAGER. .... ...... ... ... .. $.97
BUSCH quarts .. .. ................. $

Thanks for your patronage
over St. Pat's We hope you
had an enjoyable time.

509

116 W. 8th STREET

pursw
Mine~

!nU

We

Credits ...... .... All those involved in St. Pat's were sentenced to a
good time .......... A miracle twill appear if the Jocks (jokes)
do .......... Some beards appear to be gone? ........... If you can't see
the truth our way then the truth is yet to be seen .. " .. .. .. that's all.

HAMM'S 12 oz.. ............ .. .. ,.$1.12

St.pa

•

'Sweet 'n Seductive ........ .. "How's about a few laughs ? I can show
you a good time. Come on, big spender, spend some time with
me. " That's not a direct quote from Waynesville, but from the
Broadway hit musical Sweet Charity, and you can bet there are
plenty of broads to show the way. A bunch of hard-working people ,
including director Gary Fears and musical director Joel
Kramme , have put a lot of laughs and good times together, and
the result is certainly worth the price of admission. For that
matter, the girls alone are worth the price of admission. For that
matter, you probably couldn't get girls like these anywhere for
that price. But you can see them for three straight nights right
here in good old Rolla, Mo. (that's right, real girls). Check your
local listing for time and place. Be sure to catch a hand-uh, I mean
eye-ful of the Sweet Charity girls this weekend. You'll be glad you
did.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

Thi
Rug~

EARN THIS
TERRIFIC PATCH, 7" X6", COLORFUL,
WASHABLE, WITH
SPACE FOR WRITING
IN YOUR SPECIALTY.

This fine young man is

doing the BUDWEISER
CAN TOTE. So should
you . Just tote a record

number of empty Bud
cans, balanced atop one
another, without mishap,
for a distance of 25 feet
and earn a dandy

Budweiser World
Champion patch .
Record to beat
is 4. (You laugh?)

Breathe easy, Earthlings. Budweiser is
doing something about the current shortage of world champions in the world .
Budweiser is sanctioning five foolish
events in which world-record setters
can win prestige plus a handsome
patch.
In addition to the thrilling BUD",
CAN TOTE, there are four others.
Get details a t your favorite beer
store where you see the gaudy "Budweiser World Championship" display!
Do one, beat the record, tell us about it on
a postcard and get your marker pen ready
for inscribing your particula r special ty bE!nea th where it says "World Champion."

(Maybe you 've detected that
this is not an official, rigid-rules
"contest." But it is a lot of fun,
even if you can't break the
records. You can, though,
can't you?)

TO. GET YOUR BUDWEISER
WORLD CHAMPION PATCH
(EVEN IF YOU DON'T SET A
RECORD), JUST WRITE YOUR
NAME, ADDRESS AND WHAT
YOU DID ON A POSTCARD.

NO PR OO' Of PURCHASE REQUIREO . OffER VOID WH ERE I'ROHI61TED IIY lAW . AllOW FOUR WEEKS fOR DEliVERY

ANHEUSER· BUSCH, INC • ST lourS
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Sports
-

Ramblers Wrecked, 37-4

Golfers Open Season With

Ruggers Down Independence:
Cap St. Pat's Fes'tivities
This weekend , the UMR
Rugby Club capped a fabulous
SL Pat's with an impressive 37-{
win over the Independence
Ramblers, a city club from the
Kansas City area .
The game started fast as
Rolla set the pace. The opening
score came as Charlie Weber
connected on a 30-yard penalty
kick. From then on it was all
ball handling by the backs and
pursuit by the scrum as the
Miners broke for six tries.
In the first half, two tries were
scored by Karl Sckenke as he
broke twice for runs of 15 and
4O-yards. Jeff Wilkes ran for 15yards off of a scrum down, side
stepping his man for a try . The
other score in the first half was
made by Weber as he bulled his
way into the endzone from his
f1yhalf position. Weber connected on all but one of the

conversion afters for another
six points . This gave the
Miner's a lead of 25-0 at the half.
In the second half, Rolla was
content to protect its lead until
an Independence player slipped
through and broke for 50-yards
and a score. The conversion was
wide. The Miners then decided a
good offense was the best
defense as they came back with
two more scores . The first one
was by Bob Dunn as he fought
his way into the endzone for a
hard eight yards and a try. The
last score was by Randy Lang
on a pass from Bill Zaner as
they came out through the
backs on a good movemenL
Both conversions were made by
Weber.
For the day Weber had a total
of 17 points from running and
kicking . Schenke was next with
eight points that he received

from his fine display of running .
This does not cut down on the
team effort though , as all of
these scores came from team
work and assists. Five different
people scored for the Miners .
This Saturday, UMR will play
th e high-ranked St. Louis
Ramblers in Forest Park. The
Rugby Club is also looking
forward to the STAG Midwest
Invitational Intercollegiate
Rugby Tournament in Rolla on
April 7 & 8. The Miners will
enter two teams in the 16 team
competition.
Anyone wishing to come out to
play Rugby should contact any
Rugger or Jack Phillips at 3649.823, or best of all show up at
practice on Tuesday, Wed nesday or Thursday afternoons
at 4 p.m . on the intramural
fields .

Wenger Also Makes Good Showing

Blood's Twelfth Place Finish
Earns All-American Ranking
Ie

01
!l

'rnis past weekend the
University of Missouri-Rolla
swimming team finished their
season wi th a trip to the
national finals in Detroit, Mich.
For six individuals it was the
last chance to prove themselves
against the best in the college
division in the country. These
individuals were Tim Blood,
Tom Wenger , Jim Entwistle,
Jim Glasa, Ron Dutton and
Steve Peppers .
Of these six Miners, who were
accompanied by Coach Bob
Pease on their trip to Wayne
State campus , only one finished
in the top twelve. This was Tim
Blood, who, with his twelfth
place finish in the 100 yard
breaststroke, qualified as an
All-AlI1,erican . Thus he repea ts
as All-American , an honor he
recieved last year in the same
event.
Although Tim was the only
Miner to place in the top 12, the
other Miners who were there
also did a fine job. Tom Wenger
took 18th in the 200 freestyle ,
which was really good considering Tom is a freshman and
t!Jis was his first trip to

DOWNTOWN
AUTO SALES
Call -364-8300 and
"ask for
OR Howard
Strawhun
Riden
Ron

CLEAN USED CARS

nationals _
BotH Jim Entwistle and Jim
Glasa did well on the relay
teams they were members of,
but neither teams did weII
enoul!h to place. Both divers ,
Dutton and Peppers, also did
well , with Dutton just missing
finals.Although one could be
disappointed that the team
didn 't do better, it must be kept
in mind that tbis was the national championships and that
a really super performance was
needed to even get to the semifin a ls. And the confer enc e
meet, which everyone on the
team was pointing to was just
two weeks before , and it might
have been a little hard to get
back up for the nationals .
As fa r as other teams from
the MIAA are concerned, only
Southwest Missouri State did
better than the Miners, and they

only beat the Miners by two
points in the final standings (31).

This, then , ended the current
campaign for ;the swimming
team. Coach Pease called it a
good year with s!>me good
meets, but not a super 'year. But
not enough can be said about the
team spirit.
Already the
swimmers are lifting weights
and looking forward to next'
year. And with the right players
back who will have national
experience (Bill Kroeger and
Jack Belshe went last year ) the
outlook for next year 's team
does seem rather bright. And
after fi nishing second behind
Southwest Missouri for four
years in a row now, maybe next
year the Miners ca n surprise
them and take the conference
championship 'in frount of a
UMR crowd .

Gigantic Record
Sale
Gold Labels

$1 98 each
8 Track Tapes
$2 99 each
CAMPUS BOOK
STORE

Loss To Arka nsas State
The golf tea m got its season
underway last Wednesday with
a match against Arkansas
State, that was played at West
Plains, Missouri. And for the
first tournament of the year and
considering the competition , the
Miners didn 't do too bad. They_
did lose the match , however,

sounds , because of some extracurricular points being given
on the side. The Miners lost all
three of the best ball points, and
all four of the points that were
awarded for the team with the
best fi ve scores . Since the
Miners didn 't have the scores to
win the regular points, they
1
18'h -6 h .
obviously didn 't have the scores
As far as individuals are to win any of the seven " bonuS"
concerned, there were several pOints. So these points were
good scores. Alan Parkinson, really just a padding added to
playing sixth, was medalist for the score of the winning team .
the Miner team as he shot an 80 Under normal conditions , the
on the par 72 collrse . Right final would have been ll lh to
behind Alan was sophomore 6 1h.
Dan Wenk , who was playing
The Miners now head into
number three and who shot an their own Fifth Annual Best
81. Next came senior Buddy Ball Tournament which will be
Barnes who carded an 82 as he held this Friday and Saturday
played second.
here in Rolla . Then the team
To account for the 6'h points leaves on Sunday for Galveston,
the Miners totaled : Buddy Texas to take part in the
Barnes and Steve Brazeal both Galv eston
Island
Interwon two and lost one, Alan collegiate Classic. With the first
Parkinson won 11h and lost 1'h, competition out of the way and
and Mike Davis won 1. Wenk with their own tournament this
and Ogden both were 0-3, with weekend, the Miners should be
Wenk being matched against in the right frame of mind to
the medalist of Arkansas State. really do well down in
The score wasn 't as bad as it Galveston.

Big Red Still Undecided
On Spring Training Site
Tbree representatives of the manager" of the Big Red, Don
Cardinal football team came to Sullivan .
The visit was largely an in'Rolla last Tuesday to examine
the scliool as a possible training spection tour . and no final
site for the Big Red in the up- decision will be made until the
coming year. Head coach Don Cardinal organization has
Coryell was the most prominent looked at all possible sites,
member of the trio that in- which
include Southeast
cluded the new " general Missouri State.
-...- - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...

-Campus Life Getting Dull?

Give It Some Sparkle!
LEARN:
Flyi-ng
Parachuting
Mountaineering

EARN:
$100/Month
HOW?
Army ROTC 2 Year Program
(Call Captain Tach
341-4741 for details)
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Softball, Horseshoes Open
Spring Intr~mural Schedule
The spring intramural sports
schedule begins to unfold this
week as three separate intramural events get underway.
Softball, the final round robin
sport of the year will begin
tonight as defending champion
Pi Kappa Alpha plays a 6:00
season opener against Tech
Club. Also in action will be
runner-up MRHA and Kappa
Sig and Kappa Alpha , the third
and fourth place teams of last
year.
. The lea gu es are wellbalanced in each group, with a
couple or three teams in each
league having the potential to

strong challenge from Lambda
Chi , who have improved greatly
in softball since they got their
yellow Caterpillar Tractor hats.
Delta Sig could also be strong in
league four , and coupld play the
role of the spoiler.
In other sports , TKE will '
defend their doubles title, won
last year by Barth and Fisher ,
against stiff competition. Last
year it was Parrish and
Schraeder of Sigma Nu who
finished second in the doubles
standings. In horseshoes ,
MRHA swpt undefeated to the
overall title as Yamnitz won the
singles competition, and the

team of Gouse and Heiser
captur ed the doubles title.
Other organizations who could
be tough include Theta Xi,
whose singles pitcher , Murry
was the runner-up in individual
co mpetition, and Sigma ' Pi
whose combination of Lyons
and Horsford was second in the
doubles event.
Thomas Jefferson swept to an
easy victory in rifle last year
with a 1058 to 1016 margin over
second place Kappa Sigma and
they will be trying to maintain
their crown again as rifle
competition is also approaching.
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Softball Leagues
League One

. League Two

PiKA
Beta Sig
Mates
TKE
Triangle
Engineers
Tech Club

MRHA
Sig Pi
Wesley
TJ
Delta Tau
APA
BSU
League Four

League Three
Kappa Sigma
Sig Ep
AEPI
Phi Kap
Sig Nu
Acacia
Liahona
Newman

KA
Lambda Chi
Campus
Delta Sig
Sig Tau
Theta Xi
Pi Kappa Phi
Theta Chi
qlln01 "ne!uaJad

one'I::---~::::~:::~---~:J"~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

go
all themust
way. In
league be
Pikers
certainly
INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE
Date
.fa vored to repea t as league Sport
March 21
cham pions, but Beta Sig or TKE Softball
could spring an upset.
Horseshoes (Singles and Doubles)
March 20
In league two MRHA , last Tennis (Doubles Only)
March 20
year 's runner-up will duel with Rifle
March 26
perenially tough Sigma Pi in Bowling
March 24,25
April 12
what should be a two team r.ace. Women's Archery
League Machine
three features
the Big
Track
April 30, May .
2.
Green
of Kappa
Sig 1..
___________________
trying to hold off the cha11enge
of Sig Ep and Phi Kap.
.._~~-~~....~"'!"....~~....~~~-~~.,
The most exciting pennant
race could come in league four
.
where Kappa A1ph~ will face a

Sta~

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Part Time

Mural Standings
1. Lambda Chi
2. Kappa Sig
3.TKE
4. PiKA
5. Beta Sig
6. SigEp
7. Tech
8.MRl:!A
9.SigPi
10. Engine
11. Phi Kap
12. KA
13. Delta Sig
14. SigTau
15. Mates
16. Sig Nu
17. TJ
18. Delta Tau
19. Campus
20. Acacia
21. Theta Xi
22. Wesley
23. APhi A
24. Liahona
25. Newman
26. BSU
27. AEPi
28. Triangle
29. Pi Kappa Phi
30. Theta Chi

1595.75
1558.75
1425.25
1408.00
1302.50
1257.00
1200.25
1174.50
1171.75
1127.75
1115.00
1094.50
999.75
967.25
886.50
875.00
857.50
825.00
762.75
757.20
734.75
689.00
589.00
533.50
522.50
398.25
367.25
255.00
228.00
172.50

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
Ever though t of worki ng
with electrification in
Africa? See
Peace
Corps recuiters in the
Uni versity Center , April
2 & 3. Sign up for in·
terviews
in
the
Placement Office .

CIVIL
ENGINEERS
Use your s ki lis here in
th ~ U.S. or overseas.
See Pe ace Corps-Vista
re c ruits
in
the
Uni ve r s ity Ce nte r , April
2 & 3. Sign up for in t e r views
in
th e
Pl aceme nt Offi ce .

Job Opportunities
Await You Now
The MISSOURI MINER is currently
accepting applications for the
following positions:
Editor-in-Chief
News Editor
Business Manager
Features Editor
Advertising Manager Sports Editor
Photography Editor
Make-Up Editor
Apply in person at the MINER OFFICE
T-14. 1311 State St. Office hours
Mon-Thurs: 2:30-4:30.
Deadline for Application is March 30.

,

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
ietJUa ~It- ~(JMfI
CRAFTS-HOBBIES- ARTISTS' SUPPLIES
605 PINE STREET
\&U~~· -_ _
PHONE 364·5581
'-l:-;:~':__ J ~~) ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401
>

PIZZA
ALEX

PIZZA
PALACE

17 STEAMING VARIETIES

SANDWICHES AND BEER
Hours (O~n Daily)

DIAL 364-2669
From 4 p.m. To 2 a.m .
Seven Days A Week

FOR TAKEOUTS &
DELIVERY SERVICE

"' J

want your
can
for recycling.
S tag Beer w ill pay 10<1 a pound (about 1/2<1 a can)
fo r eve ry a luminum can yo u bring to:

- De Leo

Distributing Inc.
Highway P & 19
Cuba, Mo.
Open Sat. 9 am-Noon
C 197) C ARLING BREWING COMPANY, Bltl(Vl llE, ILL IN O IS

